
 
 

Corporate Gifts for Work and Fun? Choose Our Personalised Mouse Mats as High-Tech Accessories for 

Employees, Customers and Video Game Enthusiasts 

The more versatile our branded merchandise is, the easier it will be to find the right opportunity to give it to 

your target audience. For a large-scale promotion, choosing cheap promotional products is the most 

popular way for most companies to go. Brands tend to prefer custom corporate gifts with guaranteed 

advertising success. If your company too is looking for its next promotional products to give to its team or 

customers, personalised mouse mats are a great choice.  

Like many other computer accessories and high-tech items in general, branded mouse mats guarantee 

your logo – as well as any writing or image printed on them – maximum visibility. Plus, they are useful both 

in the office and at home. So, they prove to 

be perfect corporate gifts to reward or 

thank employees as much as promotional 

products to spread any brand to a wide 

and varied audience. 

Promotional Products for Companies: 

Personalised Mouse Pads and Marketing 

Personalised mouse mats with logo are 

useful and original computer accessories. 

Branded mouse pads ensure maximum 

comfort for anyone working with a 

computer. However, more and more 

people are looking for custom mouse pads 

for gaming, to enjoy their playing experience in full comfort. Thanks to this unparalleled versatility, 

personalised mouse pads seem like the perfect corporate gifts to combine duty and pleasure. 

Design Your Own Mouse Mat: Give Your Employees the Corporate Gifts They Need by Printing Personalised Mouse 

Pads  

The first environment that comes to mind when we think about where our branded mouse mats can be 

used is the office. It makes no difference whether it is a company's or a freelancer's office. Anyone who works 

with the computer has at least one mouse mat – often customised – on their desk.  

Personalised mouse pads with logo are an effective way to make your brand known. Your company logo 

will be visible whenever someone uses your custom mouse mat or approaches your desk. Printing 

personalised mouse mats online is then an excellent strategy if your target is made up of freelancers – 

regardless of their activity. At the same time, it is also an important opportunity to make your team feel at 

home. 

Even when they are meant to become corporate gifts for employees, branded mouse mats have a positive 

effect on companies. On the one hand – like all corporate gifts for the team – they create greater cohesion 

within the brand, strengthening each employee's confidence in the company's mission. The result is a more 

stable and united brand image on the one hand, and a greater commitment of your team to carry out 

commitments and suggest new solutions and strategies on the other.  

As our personalised mouse mats are mostly cheap promotional products, you can add other corporate 

gifts to them. All the branded merchandise you have created can then be included in the welcome kit or in 



 
 

your gift along with your personalised mouse pads with logo. All corporate gifts which are useful for work 

and office activities will be a great fit. You can then choose branded USB sticks or personalised notebooks. 

Personalised diaries are a great idea as well, especially at the beginning of the year. To make your desk fully 

unique, you can make personalised pen pots or custom clocks for desk. In this way, you will create a 

comfortable and exclusive work environment, where your employees can feel part of a single and solid 

reality. 

Young Companies and Promotion: The Advantages of Cheap Personalised Mouse Mats 

Branded mouse mats and pads are used daily by millions of people around the world, regardless of age 

and profession. Besides, the are useful in the free time as well. 

Think of custom mouse pads for gaming or of how many times 

we use our PC at home to watch series and movies or to carry 

out personal projects and hobbies. Finally, personalised mouse 

pads represent an affordable investment for all companies, 

regardless of their seniority. 

This means that even start-ups can print their cheap branded 

mouse mats and distribute them to employees and customers. 

If given to the team, these personalised corporate gifts will be 

useful for their activity. If offered to the clientele, they will 

undoubtedly find a place on the desk of their private study or 

their home, fulfilling their promotional function in any case. 

Besides, to design your own customised mouse mat you will 

not have to make any effort. THe process is easy and fast! 

Today you can buy personalised mouse pads online with just a 

few clicks in a convenient and quick way. With our service you 

will be able to design your custom mouse mat in just a few 

minutes. The result will certainly meet your needs because you 

will be able to adjust different aesthetic and technical features. 

Printing modes, colours, sizes and fonts are all options that can be modified according to your taste and your 

promotional goal! 

Personalised Mouse Mats Online: Print and Distribute Your Next Corporate Gifts Following Our Tips! 

Branded mouse mats and pads can be used in different ways and situations. In any case, they will be highly 

appreciated promotional products with a guaranteed image return, thanks to their usefulness and your 

winning customisation. Here are some ideas on how to use your custom logo mouse pads as promotional 

products: 

• In general, personalised mouse pads are great corporate gifts to promote any brand. Perfect for 

companies active in the IT or video game industry, they are also great corporate gifts for 

employees, collaborators and customers. Whoever uses your custom mouse mat will always have 

your logo under their eyes. This of course translates into a significant increase in brand awareness. 

• Branded mouse mats can be included in a marketing campaign, offered to the audience to 

promote events or given away as a gift during fairs and congresses. In the latter case, they can be 

customised with a print that is consistent with the event, such as a phrase or an image. By doing 

https://www.higift.eu/technology-mobile/usb-flash-drives
https://www.higift.eu/office-business/notebooks-notepads
https://www.higift.eu/office-business/personalized-agendas
https://www.higift.eu/office-business/desk-items/desk-pen-holders
https://www.higift.eu/technology-mobile/clocks-watches/table-clocks


 
 

so, your personalised mouse mats and custom mouse pads for gaming will connect your 

company to the special situation during which your potential customers received them. 

• Finally, personalised mouse pads with logo can be offered together with other promotional 

products, thanks to the cheap price at which they can be purchased. The result will be a notable 

increase of the advertising effect. Especially if you buy cheap personalised mouse mats, a great 

idea is to give them as a gift along with custom mouses or personalized calendars. Or you can give 

them away inside personalised laptop bags. Giving them away together with personalised laptop 

backpacks will give your brand a professional and reliable image. This is true whether they are 

used as corporate gifts for employees or become promotional products to offer to customers. 

Print Personalised Mouse Pads with Logo for Your Company: Find Out the Models and How to Customise Them 

Properly 

Printing personalised mouse mats online means you are faced with many possibilities, all potentially suitable 

to best promote your business. If you are uncertain about which mouse mat to customise, here are some 

factors to consider: 

• Size and shape: branded mouse mats 

are available in a thousand designs. 

Choosing a custom mouse mat with 

wrist rest is the ideal move if your target 

uses it for several hours. It is no 

coincidence that these personalised 

mouse pads are the most popular in the 

IT and gaming sector. They will be 

perfect corporate gifts to sponsor your 

brand as attentive to the needs of its 

audience! 

• Material: personalised mouse pads can 

be made of various materials, such as 

polyester, rubber and silicone. Each one has its own characteristics and affects the final aesthetic 

performance of your promotional gifts. There are eco-friendly versions as well. These will give your 

company a modern and diligent image – especially if they are given away with other custom eco-

friendly gadgets. 

• Printing possibilities: each custom mouse mat allows the application of different printing 

techniques. In this case too, the choice will affect the visual impact of your final corporate gifts. 

And, as a consequence, how your branded mouse mats will present the company. However, an 

advantage of personalised mouse mats is the printing surface, which can be often fully 

customised. You can then apply the logo together with a writing or an image on it. This is how you 

will be able to best express your core business – which is why our branded mouse pads are great 

promotional products for younger companies!  

Affordable price, utility and endless printing possibilities are the qualities that distinguish our personalised 

mouse mats, making them perfect corporate gifts for all targets and all businesses. Design your own 

custom mouse mat online and experience the advertising effect of these unparalleled promotional 

products now! 

 

https://www.higift.eu/technology-mobile/computer-accessories/mouses-mouse-pads
https://www.higift.eu/office-business/personalized-calendars
https://www.higift.eu/bags-travel/laptop-document-bags
https://www.higift.eu/bags-travel/backpacks/custom-pc-backpacks
https://www.higift.eu/bags-travel/backpacks/custom-pc-backpacks
https://www.higift.eu/green/custom-eco-friendly-gadgets
https://www.higift.eu/green/custom-eco-friendly-gadgets

